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Abstract:

Now a day’s every industry and even some parts of the 
public sector are using cloud computing, either as a 
provider or as a consumer. But there are many security 
issues present in cloud computing environment. There 
are many possible attacks in cloud computing environ-
ment, one such attack is the DoS or its version DDoS 
attack. Generally, attackers can explore vulnerabilities 
of a cloud system and compromise virtual machines to 
deploy further large –scale Distributed Denial -of-Ser-
vice (DDoS).

DDoS attacks usually Involve early stage actions such 
as low frequency Vulnerability scanning, multi-step 
exploitation and compromising identified vulnerable 
virtual machines as zombies and finally DDoS attacks 
using the compromised zombies. Inside the cloud sys-
tem, especially the infrastructure-as-a-Service clouds, 
the detection of zombie exploration attacks is very dif-
ficult. 

To prevent vulnerable virtual machines from being 
compromised in the cloud we propose a multi-phase 
distributed vulnerability detection, measurement, and 
countermeasure selection mechanism called NICE, 
which is built on attack graph based systematic mod-
els and reconfigurable virtual network –based counter-
measures. This paper provides a short Review on the 
discovery of disturbances in virtual Network systems 
and countermeasure selection.
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1.INTRODUCTION:

Recent studies have shown that users migrating to the 
cloud consider security as the most important factor. 
A recent Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) survey shows 
that among all security issues, abuse and nefarious use 
of cloud computing is considered as the top security 
threat [1], in which attackers can exploit vulnerabilities 
in clouds and utilize cloud system resources to deploy 
attacks. In traditional data centers, where system ad-
ministrators have full control over the host machines, 
vulnerabilities can be detected and patched by the sys-
tem administrator in a centralized manner. 

However, patching known security holes in cloud data 
centers, where cloud users usually have the privilege 
to control software installed on their managed VMs, 
may not work effectively and can violate the Service 
Level Agreement (SLA). Furthermore, cloud users can 
install vulnerable software on their VMs, which essen-
tially contributes to loopholes in cloud security. 

2.RELATED WORK:

The challenge is to establish an effective vulnerability/
attack detection and response system for accurately 
identifying attacks and minimizing the impact of securi-
ty breach to cloud users.  M. Armbrust et al . addressed 
that protecting”Business continuity and services avail-
ability” from service outages is one of the top concerns 
in cloud computing systems. In a cloud system where 
the infrastructure is shared by potentially millions of 
users, abuse and nefarious use of the shared infrastruc-
ture benefits attackers to exploit vulnerabilities of the 
cloud and use its resource to deploy attacks in more 
efficient ways.

Discovery of Disturbances in Virtual Network 
Systems and Countermeasure Selection  
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Such attacks are more effective in the cloud environ-
ment since cloud users usually share computing re-
sources, e.g., being connected through the same 
switch, sharing with the same data storage and file sys-
tems, even with potential attackers. The similar setup 
for VMs in the cloud, e.g., virtualization techniques, VM 
OS, installed vulnerable software, networking, etc., at-
tracts attackers to compromise multiple VMs. 

DRAWBACKS:

No detection and prevention framework in a virtual  »
networking environment.

Not accuracy in the attack detection from attack- »
ers.

3.PROPOSED SYTEM:

In this paper, we propose NICE to Discover of Distur-
bances in Virtual Network Systems and Countermea-
sure Selection and establish a defense-in-depth intru-
sion detection framework. For better attack detection, 
NICE incorporates attack graph analytical procedures 
into the intrusion detection processes. We must note 
that the design of NICE does not intend to improve any 
of the existing intrusion detection algorithms; indeed, 
NICE employs a reconfigurable virtual networking ap-
proach to detect and counter the attempts to com-
promise VMs, thus preventing zombie VMs. In general, 
NICE includes two main phases: (1) deploy a lightweight 
mirroring-based network intrusion detection agent 
(NICE-A) on each cloud server to capture and analyze 
cloud traffic. A NICE-A periodically scans the virtual sys-
tem vulnerabilities within a cloud server to establish 
Scenario Attack Graph (SAGs), and then based on the 
severity of identified vulnerability towards the collab-
orative attack goals, NICE will decide whether or not 
to put a VM in network inspection state. (2) Once a VM 
enters inspection state, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) 
is applied, and/or virtual network reconfigurations can 
be deployed to the inspecting VM to make the poten-
tial attack behaviors prominent. NICE significantly ad-
vances the current network IDS/IPS solutions by em-
ploying programmable virtual networking approach 
that allows the system to construct a dynamic recon-
figurable IDS system. By using software switching 
techniques, NICE constructs a mirroring-based traffic 
capturing framework to minimize the interference on 
users’ traffic compared to traditional bump-in-the-wire 
(i.e., proxy-based) IDS/IPS. 

Our study shows that NICE consumes less computa-
tional overhead compared to proxy-based network in-
trusion detection solutions.

4.IMPLEMENTATION:

The framework of our proposed system has the ac-
companying modules alongside the following prereq-
uisites. 

1.User Module:
                
 In this module, Users are having authentication and 
security to access the detail which is presented in the 
ontology system. Before accessing or searching the 
details user should have the account in that otherwise 
they should register first. Countermeasure Selection : 
Countermeasure Selection To illustrate how NICE 
works, let us consider for example, an alert is gener-
ated for node 16 (vAlert = 16) when the system detects 
LICQ Buffer overflow. After the alert is generated, the 
cumulative probability of node 16 becomes 1 because 
that attacker has already compromised that node. This 
triggers a change in cumulative probabilities of child 
nodes of node 16. Now the next step is to select the 
countermeasures from the pool of countermeasures 
CM. 

3. Attack Analyzer:     
              
The major functions of NICE system are performed by 
attack analyzer,  hich includes procedures such as at-
tack graph construction and update, alert correlation 
and countermeasure selection. The process of con-
structing and utilizing the cenario Attack Graph (SAG) 
consists of three phases: information gathering, attack 
graph construction, and potential exploit path analy-
sis. With this information, attack Paths can be modeled 
using SAG. Each node in the attack graph represents an 
exploit by the attacker. Each path from an initial node 
to a goal node represents a successful attack.

4. False Alarms:
      
A cloud system with hundreds of nodes will have huge 
amount of alerts raised by Snort. Not all of these alerts 
can be relied upon, and an effective mechanism is 
needed to verify if such alerts need to be addressed.

Fig.1: Proposed System Model

The programmable virtual networking architecture  »
of NICE enables the cloud to establish inspection and 
quarantine modes for suspicious VMs according to 
their current vulnerability state in the current SAG. 
Based on the collective behavior of VMs in the SAG, 
NICE can decide appropriate actions, for example DPI 
or traffic filtering, on the suspicious VMs. Using this ap-
proach, NICE does not need to block traffic flows of a 
suspicious VM in its early attack stage. The contribu-
tions of NICE are presented as follows:

We devise NICE, a new multi-phase distributed net- »
work intrusion detection and prevention framework 
in a virtual networking environment that captures and 
inspects suspicious cloud traffic without interrupting 
users’ applications and cloud services.

NICE incorporates a software switching solution to  »
quarantine and inspect suspicious VMs for further in-
vestigation and protection. Through programmable 
network approaches, NICE can improve the attack de-
tection probability and improve the resiliency to VM 
exploitation attack without interrupting existing nor-
mal cloud services.

NICE employs a novel attack graph approach for at- »
tack detection and prevention by correlating attack be-
havior and also suggests effective countermeasures.

NICE optimizes the implementation on cloud servers  »
to minimize resource consumption.

Since Snort can be programmed to generate alerts 
with CVE id, one approach that our work provides is 
to match if the alert is actually related to some vulner-
ability being exploited. If so, the existence of that vul-
nerability in SAG means that the alert is more likely to 
be a real attack. Thus, the false positive rate will be the 
joint probability of the correlated alerts, which will not 
increase the false positive rate compared to each indi-
vidual false positive rate. 

Moreover, we cannot keep aside the case of zero day 
attack where the vulnerability is discovered by the at-
tacker but is not detected by vulnerability scanner. In 
such case, the alert being real will be regarded as false, 
given that there does not exist corresponding node in 
SAG. Thus, current research does not address how to 
reduce the false negative rate. It is important to note 
that vulnerability scanner should be able to detect 
most recent vulnerabilities and sync with the latest vul-
nerability database to reduce the chance of Zero-day 
attacks.

5.CONCLUSION:

In this paper, we presented NICE, which is proposed to 
detect and mitigate collaborative attacks in the cloud 
virtual networking environment. NICE utilizes the at-
tack graph model to conduct attack detection and pre-
diction. The proposed solution investigates how to use 
the programmability of software switches based so-
lutions to improve the detection accuracy and defeat 
victim exploitation phases of collaborative attacks. The 
system performance evaluation demonstrates the fea-
sibility of NICE and shows that the proposed solution 
can significantly reduce the risk of the cloud system 
from being exploited and abused by internal and ex-
ternal attackers. 

NICE only investigates the network IDS approach to 
counter zombie explorative attacks. In order to im-
prove the detection accuracy, host-based IDS solu-
tions are needed to be incorporated and to cover the 
whole spectrum of IDS in the cloud system. This should 
be investigated in the future work. Additionally, as in-
dicated in the paper, we will investigate the scalability 
of the proposed NICE solution by investigating the de-
centralized network control and attack analysis model 
based on current study.
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